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QUANTISATION OF DERIVED POISSON STRUCTURES

J.P.PRIDHAM

Abstract. We prove that every 0-shifted Poisson structure on a derived Deligne–
Mumford n-stack admits a curved A8 quantisation whenever the stack has perfect
cotangent complex; in particular, this applies to LCI schemes. Where the Kontsevich–
Tamarkin approach to quantisation hinges on invariance of the Hochschild complex
under affine transformations, we instead exploit the observation that it carries an
involution, and that such involutive deformations of the complex of polyvectors are
essentially unique.

Introduction

For smooth algebraic varieties in characteristic 0, Kontsevich showed in [Kon2] that all
Poisson structures admit DQ algebroid quantisations. Via local choices of connections,
the question reduced to constructing quantisations of affine space. These could then be
handled as in [Tam, Kon1, VdB]: formality of the E2 operad associates to the Hochschild
complex a deformation of the P2-algebra of multiderivations, and invariance under affine
transformations ensures that it is the unique deformation.

We now consider generalisations of this question to singular varieties and to derived
stacks, considering quantisations of 0-shifted Poisson structures in the sense of [Pri4,
CPT`]. For positively shifted structures, the analogous question is a formality, following
from the equivalence En`1 » Pn`1 of operads. Quantisations for non-degenerate 0-
shifted Poisson structures were established in [Pri2], and we now consider degenerate
quantisations, addressing the remaining unsolved case of [Toë, Conjecture 5.3].

The construction of non-degenerate quantisations in [Pri2, Pri3] only relied on the
fact that the Hochschild complex is an involutive deformation of the complex of mul-
tiderivations. Our strategy in this paper is closer to [Tam, Kon1] in that we establish
an equivalence between the two complexes. As in [Pri2, Pri3], the key observation is
still that the Hochschild complex of a CDGA carries an involution corresponding to the
endofunctor on deformations sending an algebra to its opposite. For a suitable choice
of formality quasi-isomorphism for the E2 operad, which can be deduced from the ac-
tion of the Grothendieck–Teichmüller group (§2.2), the Hochschild complex becomes an
involutive deformation of the P2-algebra of multiderivations.

We show (Theorem 1.17) that such deformations are essentially unique whenever the
complexes of polyvectors and of multiderivations are quasi-isomorphic. This is satis-
fied when the CDGA has perfect cotangent complex, so gives an equivalence between
polyvectors and the Hochschild complex (Theorem 2.10). For derived Deligne–Mumford
stacks with perfect cotangent complex, this yields quantisations of 0-shifted Poisson
structures (Corollary 2.12), which take the form of curved A8 deformations of the étale
structure sheaf.
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2 J.P.PRIDHAM

Notation and terminology. We write CDGAs (commutative differential graded alge-
bras) and DGAAs (differential graded associative algebras) as chain complexes (homo-
logical grading), and denote the differential on a chain complex by δ. Our conventions

for shifts of chain and cochain complexes are that pVrnsqi :“ Vn`i and pV rnsqi :“ V n`i.
Given a DGAA A, and A-modules M,N in chain complexes, we write HomApM,Nq

for the chain complex given by

HomApM,Nqi “ HomA#
pM#, N#risq,

with differential δf “ δN ˝ f ˘ f ˝ δM , where V# denotes the graded vector space
underlying a chain complex V .
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1. Involutively filtered deformations of Poisson algebras

In this section, we characterise a certain class of filtered deformations of Poisson
algebras equipped with involutions. We initially work in a very general setting, in order
to obtain results we can immediately apply to quantisation problems for diagrams, and
with a view to possible future generalisations. Of the results in the first two subsections,
readers might find it easier initially just to concentrate on Definition 1.6, Lemma 1.10
and Remark 1.11, which suffice for applications to derived affine schemes.

We will assume that all filtrations are increasing and exhaustive, unless stated
otherwise. Given a Gm-equivariant Q-vector space V , we write WiV for the
summand of weight i, and define a weight filtration W by setting WnV :“
À

iďnWiV . For Gm-equivariant complexes U, V , we write WiHompU, V q for the com-
plex

ś

j HompWjU,Wi`jV q of homomorphisms of weight i, with similar conventions for
complexes of derivations etc.

1.1. Involutively filtered deformations of P-algebras.

Definition 1.1. We say that a vector space V is involutively filtered if it is equipped
with a filtration W and an involution e which preserves W and acts on grWi V as mul-
tiplication by p´1qi.

Observe that if V is involutively filtered, then the involution gives an eigenspace de-

composition V “ V e“1 ‘V e“´1, and because grWi´1V
e“p´1qi “ 0, we have W2j`1V

e“1 “

W2jV
e“1 and W2jV

e“´1 “ W2j´1V
e“´1.
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Definition 1.2. Define a Gm-equivariant dg Hopf algebra Qrðs over Q by taking ð

of homological degree ´1 and of weight ´2 for the Gm action, commutativity forcing
ð2 “ 0. The comultiplication Qrðs Ñ Qrðs bQ Qrðs is defined by ð ÞÑ ð b 1 ` 1 b ð.

This is slightly different from the dg Hopf algebra Qrd̄s of [Pri3, §1.1.1], in which d̄

has weight ´1; the difference corresponds to the data of an involution, and the results
below hold without involutions if we replace ð with d̄. Also beware that [Pri3] considered
decreasing filtrations, so its weights have the opposite signs to ours.

Definition 1.3. For a complete involutively filtered chain complex pV,WiV, eq over Q,
we define a Gm-equivariant Qrðs-module grW,eV to be given in weight i by

gr
W,e
i V :“ tv P conepWi´1V Ñ WiV q : epvq “ p´1qivu,

“ tv P conepWi´2V Ñ WiV q : epvq “ p´1qivu

with ð : grWi V Ñ grWi´2Vr´1s given by the identity on Wi´2Vr´1s (and necessarily 0
elsewhere).

This gives an equivalence of 8-categories from the category of complete filtered
Q-chain complexes localised at filtered quasi-isomorphisms to the category of Gm-
equivariant Qrðs-modules in chain complexes localised at quasi-isomorphisms. The
homotopy inverse functor is given by

à

i

WiE ÞÑ p
à

ią0

WiE ‘
ź

iď0

WiE, δ ˘ ðq,

equipped with the complete exhaustive filtration

Wi :“ p
ź

jďi

WjE, δ ˘ ðq

and involution ep
ř

i viq “
ř

ip´1qivi for vi P WiE.
Defining a symmetric monoidal structure on Qrðs-modules by bQ, with ð acting on

MbQN via the comultiplication on Qrðs, the functor gr and its homotopy inverse above
are both lax monoidal.

Definition 1.4. Given a Gm-equivariant dg operad P over Q and a dg Hopf algebra B

over Q, define the operad P ˝ B by pP ˝ Bqpnq :“ Ppnq b Bbn, with operad structure
defined by the distributive law B b Ppnq Ñ Ppnq b Bbn given by the comultiplication
on B.

If we define a filtration W on a Gm-equivariant dg operad P by setting WiP to
be spanned by terms of weight ď i for the Gm-action, and an involution e given by
the action of ´1 P Gm, then the functor grW,e above gives an equivalence from the
8-category of pP,W, eq-algebras A in complete filtered Q-chain complexes to the 8-
category of P ˝ Qrðs-algebras in Gm-equivariant Q-chain complexes. If we forget the ð-
action, note that grW,eA is quasi-isomorphic to the Gm-equivariant P-algebra

À

i gr
W
i A.

We thus make the following definition:

Definition 1.5. Given a Gm-equivariant coloured dg operad (i.e. a dg multicategory) A
over Q and a Gm-equivariant operad P over Q, define the space of complete involutively
filtered derived pP,W, eq-algebras in A to be the space

mappP ˝ Qrðs,Aq

of maps in the 8-category of Gm-equivariant coloured dg operads over Q.
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Here, the 8-category of dg operads is defined by localising at morphisms f : A Ñ B

which induce quasi-isomorphisms Apx1, . . . , xn; yq Ñ Apfx1, . . . , fxn; fyq and equiv-
alences on the underlying homotopy categories (objects are colours, with morphisms
H0Apx, yq).

In practice, we will only ever apply Definition 1.5 to multicategories underlying sym-
metric monoidal dg categories C, in which case a morphism P ˝ Qrðs Ñ A consists of
an object C P C together with a morphism

tPpnq b Qrðsbnun Ñ tHomCpCbn, Cqun

of dg operads.

1.2. Almost commutative Poisson algebras. We now consider non-unital Pk-
algebras (i.e. pk ´ 1q-shifted Poisson algebras); these are non-unital CDGAs equipped
with a Lie bracket of chain degree k ´ 1 acting as a biderivation. They are governed
by an operad Pk which can be written as Com ˝ ps1´kLieq via a distributive law (cf.
[LV, §8.6]), for the operads Com,Lie governing non-unital commutative algebras and
Lie algebras, where psPqpnq :“ Ppnqrn´1s.

Definition 1.6. Define the Gm-equivariant dg operad P ac
k to be the dg operad Com ˝

s1´k~Lie, where p~Pqpiq :“ ~i´1Ppiq for any operad P and ~ has degree 0 and weight 1
for the Gm-action.

Define an almost commutative involutive Pk-algebra over a CDGA R to be an pR b
Pk,W, eq-algebra A in involutively complete filtered R-chain complexes, where WiPk is
spanned by terms of weight ď i for the Gm-action on P ac

k .

Thus a Gm-equivariant P ac
k -algebra is a Pk-algebra equipped with a Gm-action for

which multiplication has weight 0 and the Lie bracket has weight ´1. An almost com-
mutative involutive Pk-algebra is a Pk-algebra equipped with a complete filtration W

satisfying Wi ¨ Wj Ă Wi`j and rWi,Wjs Ă Wi`j´1, together with an involution ˚ pre-
serving the filtration, satisfying pa ¨ bq˚ “ a˚ ¨ b˚ and ra, bs˚ “ ´ra˚, b˚s, and acting
as p´1qi on grWi . Such algebras automatically give rise to complete filtered derived
pP ac

k ,W, eq-algebras in the sense of Definition 1.5, which we thus refer to as almost
commutative involutive derived Pk-algebras.

Definition 1.7. Given a differential graded Lie algebra (DGLA) L with homological
grading, define the the Maurer–Cartan set by

MCpLq :“ tω P L´1 | δω `
1

2
rω, ωs “ 0 P

à

n

L´2u.

Following [Hin2], define the Maurer–Cartan space MCpLq (a simplicial set) of a nilpo-
tent DGLA L by

MCpLqn :“ MCpL bQ Ω‚p∆nqq,

where
Ω‚p∆nq “ Qrt0, t1, . . . , tn, δt0, δt1, . . . , δtns{p

ÿ

ti ´ 1,
ÿ

δtiq

is the commutative dg algebra of de Rham polynomial forms on the n-simplex, with the
ti of degree 0.

Given an inverse system L “ tLαuα of nilpotent DGLAs, define

MCpLq :“ limÐÝ
α

MCpLαq MCpLq :“ limÐÝ
α

MCpLαq.

Note that MCpLq “ MCplimÐÝα
Lαq, but MCpLq ‰ MCplimÐÝα

Lαq.
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By [Cav, Theorem 4.22] (following [Hin1, BM]), there is a model structure on Gm-
equivariant dg operads over Q in which all objects are fibrant.

Lemma 1.8. For the operadic cobar construction Ω of [LV, §6.5.5], cofibrant replace-
ments of P ac

k and P ac
k ˝ Qrðs are given by

Ωpsk~´1P ac
k q_ and ΩpQr~2s ˝ sk~´1P ac

k q_.

Proof. The shifted analogue of [LV, Theorem 7.4.6] shows that ΩP ¡ is a cofibrant re-
placement for a Koszul dg operad P, where as in [LV, 7.2.3], the Koszul dual co-operad
P ¡ is given by P ¡ “ pspP !qq_, for the Koszul dual operad P !. We have Lie! “ Com,
Com! “ Lie and Qrðs! “ Qr~2s, and the proof of [LV, 8.6.11] then adapts to this shifted
setting (cf. [Fre, Appendix C]) to give pP ac

k q! as

pP ac
k q! “ pCom ˝ s1´k~Lieq!

“ ps1´k~Lieq! ˝ Com!

– psk´1~´1Comq ˝ Lie

“ sk´1~´1pCom ˝ ps1´k~Lieqq

“ sk´1~´1P ac
k ,

with

pP ac
k ˝ Qrðsq! “ Qrðs! ˝ pP ac

k q! “ Qr~2s ˝ sk´1~´1P ac
k .

�

Definition 1.9. Given a Gm-equivariant P ac
k -algebra in a dg operad A (i.e. a Gm-

equivariant morphism f : P ac
k Ñ A), define the Gm-equivariant DGLA RDerP ac

k
pAq “

À

iWiRDerP ac
k

pAq to be the convolution complex

p
ź

n

psk~´1P ac
k qpnq bSn Apnq, δ ` rf ˝ α,´sq

“ p
ź

n

p~1´kpP ac
k pnqqrkpn´1qs bSn Apnq, δ ` rf ˝ α,´sq

where the bracket is defined via the convolution product of [LV, 6.4.4] (which is of weight
0 for the Gm-action), the map α : psk~´1P ac

k q_ Ñ P ac
k is defined by Koszul duality for

Pk, and products are taken in the category of Gm-equivariant complexes.

When A comes from an object A in a symmetric monoidal pre-triangulated dg cat-
egory containing representations of Gm, then the datum f above defines a P ac

k -algebra

structure on A, and the bar construction of [LV, 11.2] gives a psk~´1P ac
k q-coalgebra

BαA, with ΩαBαA a quasi-free resolution of A. The DGLA RDerP ac
k

pAq above then

corresponds to the Gm-equivariant complex of psk~´1P ac
k q-coalgebra coderivations on

BαA.

Lemma 1.10. Given a Gm-equivariant P ac
k -algebra A in a Gm-equivariant dg operad

A (i.e. a Gm-equivariant morphism P ac
k Ñ A), the space

mappP ac
k ˝ Qrðs,Aq ˆh

mappP ac
k

,Aq tAu
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of almost commutative involutive derived Pk-algebras A1 in A with grWA1 » A is given
by the Maurer–Cartan space

limÐÝ
r

MCp
r

ź

j“1

W´2jRDerP ac
k

pAqq.

Proof. By Lemma 1.8, we may realise the mapping spaces as spaces of morphisms
from the cofibrant replacements Ωpsk~´1P ac

k q_ and ΩpQr~2s ˝ sk~´1P ac
k q_ of P ac

k and
P ac
k ˝ Qrðs to the fibrant simplicial resolution Ω‚p∆˚q ˝ A of A. As in [LV, §6.5], the

set of morphisms from the cobar construction is given by the Maurer–Cartan set of the
convolution DGLA, realising the desired mapping space as

plimÐÝ
r

MCpRDerP ac
k

pAqr~2s{~2rqGmq ˆh
MCpRDerPac

k
pAqqGm t0u,

which simplifies to the expression above, since ~ has weight 1. �

Remark 1.11. If we were looking at all almost commutative Pk-algebras instead of just
the involutive ones, then we would replace ð with d̄ and ~2 with ~ in the reasoning
above, giving the space limÐÝr

MCp
śr

j“1W´jRDerP ac
k

pAqq. This is unsurprising, since
modifying the differential δA by a derivation in this space will still preserve the filtration,
and not affect the associated graded algebra. The restriction to terms of even weight
in Lemma 1.10 ensures that the modified differential δ ˘ ð on the filtered complex
À

ią0 WiA ‘
ś

iď0WiA, commutes with the involution ´1 P Gm.

Corollary 1.12. Given a Gm-equivariant P ac
k -algebra A in a Gm-equivariant dg operad

A for which
HiW´2jRDerP ac

k
pAq “ 0

for all j ě 1 and i ě ´2, the space of almost commutative involutive derived Pk-algebras
A1 in A with grWA1 » A is contractible.

Proof. By Lemma 1.10, it suffices to show that each map

MCp
r

ź

j“1

W´2jRDerP ac
k

pAqq Ñ MCp
r´1
ź

j“1

W´2jRDerP ac
k

pAqq

is a weak equivalence, but as in [Pri4, Proposition 1.29], this map can be expressed as
the homotopy fibre of a fibration over MCpW´2rRDerP ac

k
pAqqr´1sq, whose ith homotopy

group is Hi´2W´2rRDerP ac
k

pAq “ 0 by hypothesis, making it contractible. �

Remark 1.13. If we take an involutively filtered dg operad P with an involutive equiv-
alence grWP » P ac

k , then the conditions of Corollary 1.12 also ensure that the space

of almost commutative involutive derived P-algebras A1 in A with grWA1 » A is con-
tractible. This is because, although the controlling DGLA is defined in terms of RDerP
rather than RDerP ac

k
, the associated graded pieces are the same.

1.3. Uniqueness of deformations. We now fix a CDGA R over Q.
Writing CoSpBpMq :“ CoSymmp

BpMq “ pMbBpqΣp , and expanding out Definition 1.9
in terms of the cotangent complex gives:

Lemma 1.14. Given an I-diagram B of Gm-equivariant P ac
k -algebras in R-chain com-

plexes, there are canonical Gm-equivariant quasi-isomorphisms

WiRDerP ac
k

,R,IpBq » p
ź

pě1

RWi`1´pHomBpLCoSpBppLΩ1
B{Rqr´ksq, Bq, δ ` r̟,´sqr´ks,
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giving quasi-isomorphisms of Gm-equivariant DGLAs on taking
À

i, where ̟ denotes
the bivector on B corresponding to the Poisson bracket, and the right-hand complex is
given the Schouten–Nijenhuis bracket.

Proposition 1.15. If B is a non-negatively weighted Gm-equivariant P ac
k -algebra over

a CDGA R for which the map pW1LΩ
1
B{W0B

q bW0B B Ñ LΩ1
B{W0B

is a quasi-

isomorphism, then WiRDerP ac
k

,RpBq » 0 for i ď ´2.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that B is cofibrant. We then have an
exact triangle

Ω1
W0B

bW0B B Ñ Ω1
B Ñ Ω1

B{W0B
Ñ Ω1

W0B
bW0B Br´1s,

which by hypothesis simplifies to

Ω1
W0B

bW0B B Ñ Ω1
B Ñ pW1Ω

1
B{W0B

q bW0B B Ñ Ω1
W0B

bW0B Br´1s.

Since Ω1
B is quasi-isomorphic to a B-module freely generated by terms of

weights 0, 1, and since the weights of B are non-negative, we thus have that
RWiHomBpLCoSpBppLΩ1

B{Rqr´ksq, Bq is acyclic for i ă ´p. The statement now follows

from the description of Lemma 1.14. �

Definition 1.16. We say that a morphism B Ñ C of Gm-equivariant CDGAs over R

is homotopy formally étale if it induces a quasi-isomorphism

LΩ1
B{R bL

B C Ñ LΩ1
C{R

on cotangent complexes.

Theorem 1.17. If B is a non-negatively weighted Gm-equivariant P ac
k -algebra over

a CDGA R, for which the map pW1LΩ
1
B{W0B

q bW0B B Ñ LΩ1
B{W0B

is a quasi-

isomorphism, then the space of almost commutative involutive derived Pk-algebras
pB1,W q over R with fixed involutive equivalence grWB1 » B is contractible. We thus
have an essentially unique equivalence B1 » B of involutive filtered Pk-algebras for each
such pB1,W q, the involution acting on Wi as p´1qi.

Moreover, for any homotopy formally étale morphism f : B Ñ C of non-negatively
weighted Gm-equivariant P ac

k -algebras over R, the space of morphisms g : B Ñ C of

almost commutative involutive Pk-algebras over R with grW g » f is also contractible.

Proof. Proposition 1.15 implies that W´2jRDerP ac
k

,RpBq is acyclic for all j ě 1, so
Corollary 1.12 shows that the space of almost commutative involutive deformations of
B is contractible.

If we now write D for the r1s-diagram pB Ñ Cq, then the argument of [Pri4, Lemma
2.3] shows that the restriction map

RDerP ac
k

,R,r1spDq Ñ RDerP ac
k

,R,r1spBq

is a Gm-equivariant quasi-isomorphism, so the same argument shows that the space of
involutive almost commutative deformations of the diagram is also contractible. �

Remark 1.18. If we were to consider non-involutive deformations instead, then the
analogue of Theorem 1.17 would not hold. The non-involutive analogue of Corollary
1.12 involves homology of RDerP ac

k
,RpBq in all negative weights, and the weight ´1

term is given under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.17 by

p
ź

pě1

RHomW0B
pLCoSp

W0B
ppLW1Ω

1
B{Rqr´ksq,W0Bq, δ ` r̟,´sqr´ks
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which is seldom acyclic. This is similar to phenomena arising in [Pri1, Pri2, Pri3], where
the only obstruction to quantisation is first-order, and can be eliminated by restricting
to involutive quantisations.

If ̟ is non-degenerate in the sense that LΩ1
W0B{R is perfect over WB

and that the Lie bracket ̟ induces a quasi-isomorphism pLΩ1
W0B{Rqr1´ks Ñ

RHomW0B
pLW1Ω

1
B{R,W0Bq, then as in [Pri4, Definition 1.16 and Lemma 1.17], there

are Gm-equivariant CDGA quasi-isomorphisms
à

pě0

pLΩp

W0B{Rqrps Ñ
à

pě0

RHomW0B
pLCoSp

W0B
ppLW1Ω

1
B{Rqr´ksq,W0Bq

given on generators by the identity on B and df ÞÑ r̟, f s. Moreover, this map
sends the de Rham differential d to the differential r̟,´s, so W´1RDerP ac

k
,RpBq is

then quasi-isomorphic to the truncated de Rham complex pTotΠLF 1Ω‚
W0B{Rqrks :“

pTot ΠLΩě1
W0B{R

qrks. In particular, equivalence classes of deformations of non-involutive

deformations are parametrised by Hk`1pTot ΠLF 1Ω‚
W0B{Rq under these conditions.

Remark 1.19. Following Remark 1.13, if we take an involutively filtered dg operad
pP,W q with an involutive equivalence grWP » P ac

k , then the conditions of Theorem
1.17 also ensure that the space of almost commutative involutive derived P-algebras
pB1,W q with grWB1 » B is contractible. In particular, when k “ 1 we can take P to be
the Beilinson–Drinfeld operad, given by the PBW filtration on the associative operad,
to see that there is an essentially unique filtered associative dg algebra pB1,W q equipped
with a filtered involution pB1qopp – B1 and an equivalence grWB1 » B. When B is an

algebra of polyvectors, B1 will thus be given by the ring of differential operators Dpω
1
2 q

on a square root ω
1
2 of the dualising bundle whenever this exists, and gives a ring of

twisted differential operators generalising Dpω
1
2 q even when the dualising complex is

not a line bundle, or has no square root.
As in Remark 1.18, we could also consider the space of almost commutative de-

rived P-algebras pB1,W q with grWB1 » B, and find this is governed by the abelian

DGLA pTotΠLF 1Ω‚
W0B{Rqrks when ̟ is non-degenerate, so equivalence classes of non-

involutive deformations are again a torsor for Hk`1pTotΠLF 1Ω‚
W0B{Rq. The same rea-

soning applies for non-involutively filtered dg operads pP,W q with an involutive equiv-
alence grWP » P ac

k , except that there is then a potentially non-zero obstruction class

in Hk`2pTot ΠLF 1Ω‚
W0B{Rq to such algebras existing.

2. Quantisations on derived stacks

2.1. Hochschild complexes. We now recall some constructions used in [Pri3]. We
say that a complete filtered DGAA pA,F q is almost commutative if grFA is a CDGA.
The following are abbreviated versions of [Pri3, Definitions 1.7 and 1.15]

Definition 2.1. We write B for the bar construction from possibly non-unital DGAAs
over R to ind-conilpotent differential graded associative coalgebras (DGACs) over R.
Explicitly, this is given by taking the tensor coalgebra

BA :“ T pAr´1sq “
à

iě0

pAr´1sq
bRi,
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with chain differential given on cogenerators Ar´1s by combining the chain differential

and multiplication on A. Write B`A for the subcomplex T`pAr´1sq “
À

ią0 A
bRi
r´1s.

Let Ω` be the left adjoint to B`.

Definition 2.2. For an almost commutative DGAA pA,F q over R and a filtered pA,F q-
bimodule pM,F q in chain complexes for which the left and right grFA-module structures
on grFM agree, we define the filtered chain complex

CCR,BD1
pA,Mq

to be the completion of the cohomological Hochschild complex CCRpA,Mq (rewritten as
a chain complex) with respect to the filtration γF defined as follows. We may identify
CCRpA,Mq with the subcomplex of

HomRpBA,BpA ‘ Mr1sqq

consisting of coderivations extending the zero coderivation on BA. The hypotheses on
M ensure that A ‘ M is almost commutative (regarding M as a square-zero ideal),
so we have filtrations βF on BA and BpA ‘ Mr1sq. We then define pγF qi to consist
of coderivations sending pβF qjBA to pβF qi`j´1BpA ‘ Mq. We also define the sub-
complex CCR,BD1,`pA,Mq to be the kernel of CCR,BD1

pA,Mq Ñ M , or equivalently

HomRpB`A,Mq#. We write CCR,BD1
pAq :“ CCR,BD1

pA,Aq.

The following are taken from [Pri3, §1.2.1]

Definition 2.3. Given a brace algebra B, define the opposite brace algebra Bopp to
have the same elements as B, but multiplication bopp ! copp :“ p´1qdeg b deg cpc ! bqopp

and brace operations given by the multiplication pBBoppq b pBBoppq Ñ BBopp induced
by the isomorphism pBBoppq – pBBqopp. Explicitly,

tbopputcopp1 , . . . , coppm u :“ ˘tbutcm, . . . , c1uopp,

where ˘ “ p´1qmpm`1q{2`pdeg f´mqp
ř

i deg ci´mq`
ř

iăj deg ci deg cj .

Observe that when a filtered brace algebra B is almost commutative, then so is Bopp.

Definition 2.4. Define a filtration γ on the brace operad Br of [Vor] by putting the
cup product in γ0 and the braces t´ut´, . . . ,´ur in γ´r.

Thus a (brace, γ)-algebra pA,F q in filtered complexes is a brace algebra for which
the cup product respects the filtration, and the r-braces send Fi to Fi´r. We refer to
(brace, γ)-algebras as almost commutative brace algebras.

We define an almost commutative involutive brace algebra to be an almost commu-
tative brace algebra pA,F q equipped with an involution pA,F q – pAopp, F q of brace
algebras which acts on grFi A as multiplication by p´1qi.

Lemma 2.5. Given almost commutative DGAAs A,D over R, following [Bra, §2.1]
there is an involution

´i : CCR,BD1
pA,Dqopp Ñ CCR,BD1

pAopp,Doppq

of DGAAs given by

ipfqpa1, . . . , amq “ ´p´1q
ř

iăj deg ai deg aj p´1qmpm`1q{2fpaoppm , . . . , a
opp
1 qopp.

When A “ D, the involution ´i makes pCCR,BD1
pAq, γF q into an almost commutative

involutive brace algebra.
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2.2. Involutions from the Grothendieck–Teichmüller group. The good trunca-
tion filtration τ on the brace operad is contained in the filtration γ on Br from Defi-
nition 2.4, so the quasi-isomorphism in in [Vor] between the brace operad Br and the
Q-linear operad C‚pE2,Qq of chains on the topological operad E2 induces filtered quasi-
isomorphisms

pC‚pE2,Qq, τq Ñ pBr, τq Ñ pBr, γq.

As observed in [Pri2, Remark 2.21], the involution of the brace operad in Definition
2.3 corresponds under this quasi-isomorphism to an involution of the E2 operad, which
takes an embedding r1, ks ˆ I2 Ñ I2 of k little squares in a big square, and reverses the
order of the labels r1, ks with appropriate signs.

As summarised in the preamble to the theorem in [Pet], the space of homotopy auto-
morphisms of the coloured operad given by rationalisation of E2 is homotopy equivalent
the Grothendieck–Teichmüller group GTpQq. Thus our involution comes from an el-
ement t P GTpQq which lies over ´1 P GmpQq; in other words, t is a p´1q-Drinfeld
associator.

Definition 2.6. Denote the pro-unipotent radical of the pro-algebraic group GT by
GT1. Write LeviGT for the space of Levi decompositions GT – Gm ˙ GT1, or equiva-
lently of sections of the natural map GT Ñ Gm. We then define LevitGT to be the space
of sections w of GT Ñ Gm satisfying wp´1q “ t.

Taking base change to arbitrary commutative Q-algebras A gives sets
LeviGTpAq,LevitGTpAq of decompositions over A.

Lemma 2.7. The functor LevitGT is an affine scheme over Q equipped with the structure
of a trivial torsor for the subgroup scheme pGT1qt Ă GT1 given by the centraliser of t.

Proof. We expand the argument from [Pri2, Remark 2.21]. By the general theory [HM]
of pro-algebraic groups in characteristic 0, the set LeviGTpQq is non-empty, and for all
commutative Q-algebras A, the group GT1pAq acts transitively on LeviGTpAq via the
adjoint action. Because the graded quotients of the lower central series of GT1 have
non-zero weight for the adjoint Gm-action, the centralisers of this action are trivial and
LeviGTpAq is a torsor for GT1pAq.

Now, choose any Levi decomposition w0 P LeviGTpQq and let w0p´1q “ tu for u P
GT1pQq. Since t and w0p´1q are both of order 2, we have u “ adtpu

´1q. Writing

u “ exppvq and u
1
2 :“ expp1

2
vq, we have u

1
2 “ adtpu

´ 1
2 q, giving w :“ ad

u´
1
2

˝ w0 P

LevitGTpQq. Thus LevitGT is non-empty, so LevitGT Ă LeviGT is a torsor for the subgroup
pGT1qt Ă GT1 fixing t under the adjoint action. �

As explained succinctly in [Pet], formality of the operad C‚pE2,Qq is a consequence of
the observation that the Grothendieck–Teichmüller group is a pro-unipotent extension
of Gm. Since GT acts on the operad C‚pE2,Qq of chains, any Levi decomposition
w : Gm Ñ GT gives a weight decomposition (i.e. a Gm-action) of C‚pE2,Qq which
splits the good truncation filtration τ , so gives an equivalence between C‚pE2,Qq and
P2 respecting the natural map from the Lie operad. Since this equivalence necessarily
preserves the good truncation filtrations τ , it also gives an equivalence θw between
pP2, τq “ pH˚pE2,Qq, τq and pC‚pE2,Qq, τq » pBr, γq.

Note that a Levi decomposition w P LeviGTpkq is determined by the λ-associator
wpλq for any λ P kˆ not a root of unity. This associator commutes with t whenever
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w P LevitGTpkq, since wGm is its own centraliser, and wp´1q is the only element of order
2 it contains.

Definition 2.8. Given a Levi decomposition w P LeviGTpQq, we denote by pw the
8-functor from almost commutative brace algebras to almost commutative P2-algebras
coming from the equivalence θw : pP2, τq » pBr, γq induced by w. This preserves the
underlying filtered L8-algebras up to equivalence.

The pro-unipotent radical GT1 Ă GT acts trivially on homology H˚pE2,Qq – P2,
inducing a Gm-action on P2. Since the Gm-action on H1pE2p2q,Qq has weight 1, this
gives a Gm-equivariant isomorphism

H˚pE2,Qq – P ac
2

for the Gm-equivariant operad P ac
2 “ Com ˝ s´1~Lie of Definition 1.6.

The element t P GTpQq lies over ´1 P GmpQq, so the involution t on E2 induces the
action of ´1 P Gm on P ac

2 under the isomorphism above.

Definition 2.9. When w P LevitGTpQq, the equivalence θw : pP2, τq » pBr, γq commutes
with the involution t, so it induces an equivalence between almost commutative invo-
lutive brace algebras and almost commutative involutive P2-algebras, which we also
denote by pw.

2.3. Quantisations on derived Deligne–Mumford stacks.

Theorem 2.10. Given a morphism R Ñ A of CDGAs with perfect cotangent complex
LΩ1

A{R and A# flat over R#, the filtered DGLA underlying the Hochschild complex

CCR,BD1
pAqr´1s

is quasi-isomorphic to the graded DGLA

PolpA{R, 0qr´1s :“
à

pě0

LΛp
ApTA{Rqrp´1s

of derived polyvectors on A, where TA{R :“ RHomApLΩ1
A{R, Aq is the derived tangent

space, and the Lie algebra structure is given by the Schouten–Nijenhuis bracket.
This quasi-isomorphism depends only on a choice of Levi decomposition w P LevitGT,

and is functorial with respect to formally étale morphisms.

Proof. Lemma 2.5 shows that CCR,BD1
pAq is an almost commutative involutive

brace algebra, and the Poincaré–Birkhoff—Witt isomorphism gives grγCCR,BD1
pAq »

PolpA{R, 0q “: P . Applying the 8-functor pw of Definition 2.9 for some w P LevitGTpQq
(or even a point in the space LevitGTpRq) gives an almost commutative involutive P2-
algebra pwCCR,BD1

pAq with associated graded P , as a Gm-equivariant P ac
2 -algebra.

The Gm-equivariant P ac
2 -algebra P over R is non-negatively weighted, and LΩ1

P {A

is freely generated by the module pTA{Rqr1s, which has weight 1. It thus satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 1.17, giving an essentially unique equivalence

αw,A : pwCCR,BD1
pAq » PolpA{R, 0q

of almost commutative involutive P2-algebras. In particular, there exists a zigzag of
filtered quasi-isomorphisms between the underlying DGLAs.

Finally, if D denotes the r1s-diagram pA
f
ÝÑ Bq with f formally étale, then as in

[Pri2, §3.1], we have an almost commutative involutive brace algebra CCR,BD1
pDq with
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restriction maps

CCR,BD1
pAq

„
ÐÝCCR,BD1

pDq Ñ CCR,BD1
pBq,

the left-hand map being a filtered quasi-isomorphism, and the associated graded of the
right-hand map being formally étale. In the 8-category of almost commutative brace
algebras, we thus have a map φf : CCR,BD1

pAq Ñ CCR,BD1
pBq inducing a formally

étale map grγφf : PolpA{R, 0q Ñ PolpB{R, 0q of Gm-equivariant P ac
2 -algebras on the

associated gradeds. Theorem 1.17 thus provides an essentially unique homotopy αw,B ˝

φf ˝ α´1
w,A » grγφf , giving functoriality. �

Remark 2.11. When applied to polynomial rings, the statement of Theorem 1.17 re-
covers [Kon1, Theorem 4], and for more general smooth algebraic varieties it recovers
[VdB, Theorem 1.1]. The preliminary steps are the same, but the arguments for elimi-
nating the potential first-order deformation are very different, as we consider involutive
deformations where Kontsevich looks at invariance under affine transformations.

The hypotheses of the following corollary are satisfied by any derived Deligne–
Mumford stack locally of finite presentation over the CDGA R. When R “ H0R,
this includes underived schemes which are local complete intersections over R, in which
case the cotangent complex LΩ1

X{R is concentrated in homological degrees r0, 1s.

Corollary 2.12. Given a derived DM N -stack X over R with perfect cotangent complex
LΩ1

X{R, the space QPpX, 0q of E1 quantisations of X from [Pri2, Definitions 1.23, 3.9]

is equivalent to the Maurer–Cartan space

MCpRΓpX, p~pOXqr´1s ˆ ~TX{R ˆ
ź

pě2

LΛp
OX

pTX{Rqrp´1s~
p´1qJ~Kqq.

In particular, there exists a quantisation for every Poisson structure

π P PpX, 0q “ MCpRΓpX,
ź

pě2

LΛp
OX

pTX{Rqrp´1s~
p´1qq,

in the form of a curved A8-deformation of OX.

Proof. The space QPpX, 0q of quantisations is defined to be
MCp

ś

jě2RΓpXét, γjCCRpOXqr´1s~
j´1q, and Theorem 2.10 allows us to substitute for

γj to give an equivalence between this and the space above for each w P LevitGTpQq.
Existence of quantisations for a Poisson structure π then follows by observing that
extension by zero gives a DGLA morphism

ź

pě2

LΛp
OX

pTX{Rqrp´1s~
p´1 Ñ p~pOXqr´1s ˆ ~TX{R ˆ

ź

pě2

LΛp
OX

pTX{Rqrp´1s~
p´1qJ~K.

�

Remark 2.13. Replacing Hochschild complexes with complexes of polydifferential opera-
tors should allow these results to generalise to derived differential geometry. Complexes
of smooth polyvectors will be freely generated as a CDGA over the ring of smooth func-
tions by the shifted smooth tangent complex. This will satisfy the conditions of Theorem
2.10 even though the smooth tangent complex is much smaller than the tangent complex
of the ring of derived C8 functions as an abstract CDGA.

On the other hand, for derived Artin stacks, quantisations and Poisson structures
are defined in [Pri2, Pri4] in terms of semi-infinite total complexes arising from doubly
graded differential algebras. Since passing to total complexes does not preserve derived
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symmetric powers, having a perfect cotangent complex does not seem to guarantee that
the conditions of Theorem 2.10 are then satisfied by complexes of multiderivations in
this setting. We would instead need to retain some of the stacky structure, constraining
ð so that it acts as an element of the semi-infinite total Hom complex from [Pri2]. In
order to apply formality theorems, this means we would probably have to realise the
Hochschild complex as an E2-algebra in some category of BV-algebras as suggested in
[Pri3, Remarks 5.4], with the BV operator ∆ constrained to be a stacky differential
operator.
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